
Watch
Snuggle up on the settee and watch this 

clip that shows us how everyone can have a 
positive influence on the world around us. Talk 
about how you can be a positive influencer this 
week.
‘How to change the world (a work in progress)’ by 
Kid President
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4z7gDsSKUmU

 Share
Ask the people at home about their 

funny dreams. Which dreams make you 
chuckle the most? Explain to your family why 
dreams played such an important part in this 
week’s story.

Serve
Decide together on something to do to 

be a positive influence on others. It could be 
visiting someone who is isolated, sending a card 
or cake to someone who needs cheering up, or 
taking a walk and greeting everyone you pass 
with a smile!

Investigate
Ask someone at home to help you 

investigate kids who have used their influence 
to create positive change in the world. Here are 
some names to get you started: 
Melati and Isabel Wijsen
Kelvin Doe
Nicholas Lowinger
Malala Yousafzai
Ann Makosinski
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Serve
Decide together on something to do to 

be a positive influence on others. It could 
be visiting someone who is isolated, sending a 
card or cake to someone who needs cheering 
up, or taking a walk and greeting everyone you 
pass with a smile!

Investigate
Ask someone at home to help you 

investigate kids who have used their 
influence to create positive change in the world. 
Here are some names to get you started: 
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